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Department of Mathematics, Josai University, Saitama

(Comm. by Kinjir8 KIINI.IGI, M. ft. A., Jan. 13, 1969)

We study properties of ergodicity, totally ergodicity and mixing
for the second class C.(T) of the generalized T-commuting order when
T is ergodic metric automorphism with discrete spectrum. We use
notations of [2]. In this paper results were first obtained by Hahn
[3]. A metric automorphism S is said to have continuous spectrum if
the only proper value of Vs is the number one and it is simple, and to
have infinite Lebesgue spectrum if L(X) has an orthonormal base
{f," n-0, 1, 2,. i e [infinite index set]}where Vf,-f,/ a.e.
A countable sequence E, E:, of X is called a separating sequence
if for every pair of x, y in X with x 4: y there exists an integer n satisfy-
ing x e E, y e X\E. If two automorphisms on a finite measure space
(X, 27, m) which contains a separating sequence E, E:, of measur-
able sets induce the same metric automorphism, then they differ on at
most a set of measure zero [5]. Let G’ be the group of all automor-
phisms of X with the identity I. We define as in [1], Cg(T)-{S e G’"
S-I a.e.} and n-th class C’(T)-{S e G’" T-S-TS C_(T)}, n--l, 2,

of the generalized T-commuting order for an ergodic automor-
phism T which has discrete spectrum.

Proposition 1. Let (X, , m) be a finite measure space which
contains a separating sequence of measurable sets. If an automor-
phism T is totally ergodic and has discrete spectrum, then C(T)#-C(T)
--C(T). Furthermore, C(T), C(T), and C(T) are subgroups of G’.

Proof. We denote by " ,S-XE( an element of the measure
algebra and E a copy of E) the metric automorphism on the measure
algebra induced by S e G’. Let be a set {" S e G’} and let C0()[C(),
n-l, 2,...] be a set {I} a set [{e " -T-e C_()}, n-l, 2,
..]. Then by [2] we see that C.()-C(), and that C0(), Cx(),

and C(T) are subgroups of G. Since (X, 27, m) contains a separating
sequence of measurable sets, we can conlcude that C(T)--C(T), and
that Cg(T), C(T), and C’(T) are subgroup of

Let T be an ergodic metric automorphism with discrete spectrum.
Then for every S e C(T) there exist metric automorphisms W, S such
that W has each function of O(T) as proper function and the linear
isometry Vs induced by S maps O(T) onto itself, and S.-SW(.)[2].
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Proposition 2. Let T be an ergodic metric automorphism with
discrete spectrum. If S( e C(T)) is totally ergodic and if S.TST- is
ergodic, then S. has infinite Lebesgue spectrum.

Proof. For S. e C.(T), we have S=SW or S, W satisfying con-
ditions o (.). Suppose fe O(T) and Vsf=f a.e. Then we have
Vsf=aw(f)f a.e. and Vsrsr-f=f a.e. Thus f=constant a.e. since
STS;T- is ergodic. Using condition o totally ergodicity o S we see
that S is ergodic, and that every function in O(T) contains only infinite
orbits under Vs. Thus S has infinite Lebesgue spectrum by ([4], p. 53).

Let Vs be an automorphism o O(T) onto itself. Suppose that

Vf=f a.e. implies n=l for f e O(T). If O(T) contains an infinite
orbit under Vs, then O(T) contains infinitely many such orbits [6].

Proposition :. Let T be an ergodic metric automorphism with
discrete spectrum. Then S( e C(T)) has continuous spectrum in the
orthogonal complement H+/- of the subspace H in which S has discrete
spectrum. If S( e C(T) \ C(T)) is totally ergodic, then S has infinite
Lebesgue spectrum in H+/-.

Proof. If S. e C(T), then S has discrete spectrum. Suppose
that S. C(T) and S e C:(T), then we have S=SW or S#I, W satis-
fying conditions of (.). Let H be the subspace spanned by the set of
all f e O(T) which have finite orbits under Vs. The space H is de-
composed into the directed sum of H(f) spanned by the orbit f, Vsf,
.., V-f. We have Vs(Vsf)-Ow(Vsf)Vs a.e., i-O, 1, n--1.

Let [V] be the matrix determined by the restriction of Vs to H(f).
Then det([Vs]--2E) is given by (--1)2n+ det([Vs:]). I 20, 2, ", 2-
are the proper values, then we have det ([Vs:]--2E)-0 or ]--0, 1,
.., n--1 where E is the unit matrix. Thus there exists a non-zero

function g such that Vs:g=2g a.e. Since proper functions with
different proper values are orthogonal in H(f), {g: ]=0, 1, .., n-l}
is a base o H(f). We have shown that S has discrete spectrum
in H(f). Let O(f.) be an infinite orbit of f, under Vs. If H’ is spann-
ed by U O(f.) then S. has continuous spectrum .in H’. It turns out
that L(X)=HH’. Therefore H’=H+/-. I S( e C(T) \ C(T)) is totally
ergodic, then O(T) contains an infinite orbit under V. Thus O(T)
contains infinitely many distinct such orbits {O(f.)}. Therefore S. has
infinite Lebesgue spectrum in H+/-=span U O(f.).

Let T be an ergodic metric automorphism with discrete spectrum.
For every S, e C:(T), we have S-SW or S, W satisfying conditions of
(,). Let F(S) be a set {f e O(T): f periodic under Vs} and let A(W)
be a set {a(f) f e O(T)}. Then S is ergodic if and only if F(S)={1},
A(W) is a subgroup o a circle group.

Proposition 4. Let S=SW belonging to C(T) (S and W satisfy-
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ing conditions of (.)) has not continuous spectrum. Then S is ergodic
if and only if we have the proper value as(f)# 1 of S for each f e F
(S) which is period n-1.

Proof. I f e F(S) with f4:1 a.e., then there exists an integer
n such that Vf--f a.e. Therefore Vf-as(f)f a.e. where as(f)
--a(f)c(Vsf)...a(V-f). Suppose a(f)-l. Then we haveV]f
=f a.e. and h-- V:f# constant a.e. Therefore S is not ergodic

c=0

since Vs:h-h a.e. Conversely, suppose that c(f)4:1 or each
f e F(S) which is period n:l and let Vs..h--h a.e. or he L(X).
Consider the Fourier expansion h-,(h,f}f a.e. (f e O(T)). Then

2or f F(S)with f#l a.e., comparing coefficients o expansions of
h and Vsh(=,(h,f} Vsf a.e.), we have (h, Vsf}-a(f)(h,f}.
Thus we obtain (h, f}-0 since the coefficients are square summable.
For f e F(S) which is period nevl, let a(f) be the proper value of
S or f, then we have a,(f)(h, f}= (h, Vf}-(h, f}. But we
obtain (h, f}--0 since as(f)4:1. Therefore S. is ergodic.

Proposition 5. Let T be an ergodic metric automorphism with
discrete spectrum. Suppose that S=SW belonging to C.(T)(S and W
satisfying conditions of (.)) is ergodic, and that A(W) contains no ele-
ment of finite order except the unit element. Then S: is totally ergodic

if and only if for f e O(T), f is a proper function of S for some
integer n#O then f is a proper function of S.

Proof. Suppose now that S. is totally ergodic. Then it follows
that for fe O(T) Vf-f a.e. implies Vsf-f a.e. Therefore f being
a proper unction of S is a proper unction of S.. Conversely, it is
clear from ergodicity of S that S. is totally ergodic.

Remark. Let T be an ergodic metric automorphism with discrete
spectrum and let W be a metric automorphism which has every f e O
(T) as its proper function and let S be a metric automorphism which

Vs maps O(T) onto itself. Then S has infinite Lebesgue spectrum if
and only if SW has infinite Lebesgue spectrum.
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